INTERESTING JUDAICA ARTICLE ON DEAFNESS.
Member Kenneth S. Rothschild, wrote a very interesting illustrated article titled "The Deaf Subject", which appeared way back in the October 2006 issue of The Israel Philatelist. (Pages 174-177).

He thought that Society members may be interested in this article. He says that many stamps that are pointed out are evidently Jewish connected, whilst there are some Jewish connections that nobody may be aware of.

Thanks to Kenneth and The Society Of Israel Philatelists for allowing us to reproduce this interesting article via the following link:-


***************************************************************************************************************

STANDING ORDER FOR JUDAICA THEMED ISSUES.
Following an overwhelming response to recent Judaica items, and a number of requests for a standing order service. I have now decided to extend my personal collector service worldwide. Up to now I have just serviced a few U.K. collectors requests on a standing order service, purely as a collector. (And also because, amazingly, there is nobody in the U.K. who offers a standing order service for Judaica.)

The following service, should hopefully, avoid the problem of disappointing members, by being out of stock of certain items. I can also guarantee a Personal service, as there will only be me corresponding with you.

The service is simple:-
You just email me, what exactly you would like to receive regularly as they are issued.
E.g :- All Judaica, or maybe it is something specific on stamps such as, Star of David, or Hebrew wording, or Festivals, on stamps. Or it may be Jewish Personalities, or Jewish Stamp Designers, Anti-Israel, etc. You just name your theme(s).
Then list what you require, Mint, Cancelled to Order, Gutter-Pairs, First Day Covers, (State whether you require one postmark and designed cover, or all if various ones are available.), Presentation Packs, Maximum cards, Souvenir Leafs etc.
Of course not all countries issue all these items, so it is very much subject to what is issued.

This will be for all countries except Israel.

I cannot guarantee to be able to provide every issue that is issued - But put it this way, if there are issues, that I am getting for myself, then at least at the same time, I can look out for you too.

Prices will be in £ sterling. Payment for U.K. members is by cheque only. Whilst overseas payment is by Paypal only. Or if paying in $ dollars, then notes only wrapped in an A4 sheet of paper. But sent at your own risk.

Finally, please send me your Name, and delivery address, and also your contact telephone number. Along with your actual requests. Also an up to date email address too, to make sure my records are correct.

Hopefully this way I will be able to supply everyone, and nobody will be disappointed.

Nothing will be despatched until confirmation is received back by email, from an original email by myself, as to what I am sending and price.
Email:- garygoodman@talktalk.net or judaicathematicsociety@talktalk.net
*****************************************************************************************************************